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Abstract:  This article aims to explain the following question: how does the network structure of standard-setters affect their 
performance?  This paper focuses on the activities and structures of FASB and IASB.  It presumes that the standard-setters 
strategically alter the organizational structure and consequently change the activities.  To identify the structures, this paper 
uses coreness analysis in network theory.  According to the analyses, it follows as below.  First, the FASB has recognized the 
survival-crisis due to the rise of IASB.  Preventing from the crisis, the Board has sought to take alliances with the users and 
attempted to set lots of innovative standards.  Second, to reinforce its position as a global ruler, the IASB has needed to 
acquire the trust of global and local regulators as well as the businesses.  Then, the IASB has had to play as a coordinator with 
the preferences of broad constituencies and adopted the compromised standards slowly. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

     The U. S. financial reporting standards setter, the Financial 
Accounting Standards Board (FASB) and the international 
counterpart, the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) 
agreed upon the Norwalk Agreement, which both Boards decided to 
develop big projects, for examples, financial presentation, revenue 
recognition, financial instruments, fair value measurement, 
post-retirement benefits, lease, and business combinations, on 
September 2002.  However, these projects except for business 
combinations project have been still under deliberation; furthermore 
each Board made different decisions in the business combinations 
project.  The reason why both Boards couldn’t obtain their 
consensus in developing these projects is thought that they should 
respectively have different preferences and ideas of accounting 
methods, and different standard-setting activities.  How can we 
explain difference of the activities between FASB and IASB? 
     Throughout the history of FASB (Zeff [1]), it is founded that 
standard-setters could strategically alter the organizational structure 
by means of the shift of the member composition and the selection 
of members, in order to take care of problems which the Board faces.  
With this concept, it is thought that the difference of standard-setting 
activities between the FASB and the IASB could be explained on 
the difference of the facing issues and/or organizational structures.  
That is, the scheme is shown as follows: the facing issues affect the 
strategies of standard-setters; the strategies alter the organizational 
structures of the setters; and the structures change the activities of the 
setters.  Following the premise, this paper aims to make clear what 

kinds of problems each Board face and what kinds of strategies they 
have respectively. 

2 THE BEHABIOR MODEL OF THE 
STANDARD-SETTERS 

2.1 The Characteristics of the Accounting Standard-Setting 
     Financial reporting standards are originally rules or guidelines 
which have to be followed when the management would prepare 
their financial statements for providing to various stakeholders and 
when the accountants audit these statements.  Most importantly, 
these standards are thought to be necessary for the users of financial 
statements to help their making decisions on investment or credit.  
Therefore, the creation of new standards and the revisions or 
removals of existing standards can alter the quality and quantity of 
the accounting information; such information consequently make 
some kinds of stakeholders change their decision-makings and 
behaviors.  Among these actors, the following two ones are 
significant: the public regulator and the business community. 

2.2 The Behaviors of the Regulatory Agency and the Business 
Community 
     The regulatory agency delegates the authority of setting the 
standards to a specific standard-setter instead of providing them per 
se.  In delegating the authority to the setter, the agency might 
usually be trust to the setters considerably; at the same time, the 
setter would develop the standards which are consistent with the 
agency’s policy targets for the purpose of establishing its credibility.  
This mutual confidence consequently gives the setters discretion of 
setting standards (Büthe [2]).  Obtaining the discretion, the setter 
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comes to give considerations to the business community unduly and 
to establish the standards which are undesirable to the original policy 
targets and aims.  With the frequent occurrence of such cases, the 
agency might make a judgment that the current setter could no 
longer fulfill their tasks, and decide to crate a new setter. 
     The accounting regulations are essentially meant to reduce 
discretion of companies on selecting accounting techniques in 
preparing their financial statements in order to increase the 
comparability among companies and to improve the companies’ 
transparency.  The business community is thus inclined to become 
opponents against the standard-setters.  However, excessive 
opponents could not be rational to the business community, because 
these consequences replace the existing private-sector regulation 
with the public-sector to which the community can’t easily access in 
developing standards (Kelly-Newton [3]; Mattli and Büthe [4]). 

2.3 The Regulatory Behavioral Model of the Accounting 
Standard-Setter 
     Recognizing needs of certain standards, the setters would 
initially set the standards based on the fundamental theory or thought, 
i.e. the conceptual framework.  In a large proportion of cases where 
the setters would establish significant standards, they face heavy 
oppositions from constituencies.  Suppose that the setters would 
strategically take the most suitable action under every situation, it 
seems that they could change their behaviors depending on how they 
recognize the positions in which they are (see Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1: Behavioral Model of the Accounting Standard-Setters 

     Table 1 shows the behavioral model of standard-setter.  This 
model illustrate as below: the setter at first recognizes the situation 
surrounding to it; based on the recognition, the setter prescribes its 
regulatory motivation; corresponding to the motivation, the setter 
strategically constructs the network; finally following the network, 
the setter sets the standards.  Additionally, Figure 2 illustrates each 
network type in the behavioral model. 

3. THE PERFORMANCES OF BOTH BOARDS 

     Table 2 shows the number of standards which each Board has 
respectively issued during 1991 to 2010.  The FASB had issued 93 
publications and the IASB had issued 98 standards during this term.  
The FASB had set less than 5 standards every year from 1991 to 

2008; and thus it is hard to describe that the Board was the activist 
for setting accounting standards during this term.  In contrast, the 
IASB had had two significant periods for actively issuing the 
standards: (a) from 1998 to 2000, for making ready to the 
completion of Core Standards, and (b) from 2003 to 2004, for 
providing the adoption of IASs/IFRSs in the EU jurisdiction. 

Table 1: The Behavioral Model of Accounting Standard-Setter 

 

 
Figure 2: Four Types of Network Structures 

     Focus on the activity of each Board in the last two years, 2009 
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and 2010.  While the FASB had issued 21 standards and published 
the most number of standards in last 20 years, the IASB had set 
mere seven standards and hardly published the ones.  The 
composition is drawn that the FASB actively attempts to set the 
standards; on the other hand, the IASB takes a passive stance for 
setting standards 

Table 2: The Number of the Standards Issued by FASB and IASB 
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     Next, turn to the preference of each Board in the 
standard-setting.  According to some projects which have already 
completed recent years and has deliberated at this moment, it is 
noted that the FASB strongly aims to adopt the innovative standards 
which have been rarely used at present or never done by now; in 
contrast, the IASB takes negative attitude for setting these standards 
and thus has a tendency for permitting the current practices as 
alternatives with the innovative techniques. 

4. METHODOLOGY AND DATA 

4.1 Analytical Method 
     To illustrate the network structure of standard-setters, this 
article uses graph theory or network theory for specifying the 
structure of standard-setters.  The researches applying the network 
theory to the accounting arena are listed as below: Perry and Nöelke 
[5], Richardson [6], and Ogata [7].  Network theory usually 
quantifies the relations measured among actors in the network and 
provides descriptions of structural properties of actors, subgroups of 
actors, or groups (Wasserman and Faust [8]).  In addition, the 
theory attempts to describe the network structure and the relationship 
using a graph shown by nodes and edges. 
     This paper applies the continuous coreness analysis to identify 
the network structure of each Board.  Here, the “coreness” 
mentions that who have a high density of ties within the network by 
many events in common.  The coreness analysis can capture a 
density continuously (Borgatti and Everett [9]). 

4.2 Using Data 
     In analyzing the network structure respectively, this article 
focuses on the “career path” which means that each member who 
belongs to any organizations of each Board would arrive at the 
organization with his/her backgrounds on the basis of their previous 
jobs and extracts the organization-to-organization relationship from 

such a data.  By manifesting such relationships, it could seem to be 
clear that what organizations could take on the central positions of 
and establish their influence on each Board. 
     As of January 2011, the FASB had four main organizations 
(FAF, FASB, FASAC, and EITF) and six advisory groups (ITF, 
ITAC, NAC, PCFRC, SBAC, and VRG); the IASB had four 
organizations (IFRS Foundation, IASB, Advisory Council, and 
Interpretations Committee) and five groups (ARG, GPF, EBWG, 
IWG, and FIWG); and both Boards had some joint advisory groups 
(FCAG, LAWG, JIG, and FIAG).  This research traced the careers 
of all members in these organizations and groups through their 
curriculum vitae disclosed in their belonging organizations as of 
January 2011.  As a result, this article could gain the following 
data: on the FASB, 208 members had gotten engaged in 540 
organizations; for the IASB, 233 members had related to 496 
organizations. 

5. ANALYTICAL RESULTS 

5.1 The Results on FASB 
     Table 3 shows the result of coreness analysis on FASB.  The 
shaded parts on this table indicate organizations and groups relating 
to the FASB.  Also, Graph 1 depicts the network of FASB. 

Table 3: The Result of Coreness Analysis on FASB 

 

Graph 1: The Network of FASB as of January 2011 

 

     According to the analysis and the graph, it follows that (1) the 
accounting professions like AICPA, PwC, Deloitte, KPMG and E & 
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Y are core actors; (2) the domestic actors like SEC, PCAOB, AICPA, 
FRB, and NYSE stand on core positions within the network; (3) the 
business community actors like FEI are core, while its range of 
network is restricted; and (4) although the user actors composed of 
(a) analyst groups like CFA Institute and CRUF, (b) the financial 
institutes, and (c) the credit rating agencies are less core, its range is 
broad. 

5.2 The Results on IASB 
     Table 4 shows the result of coreness analysis on IASB.  The 
shaded parts on this table indicate organizations and groups within 
the IASB.  Also, Graph 2 depicts the network of IASB at the same 
point. 

Table 4: The Result of Coreness Analysis on IASB 

 

     By the analysis of the IASB, it follows that (1) similar to the 
case of FASB, the accounting professions are core actors within the 
IASB network; (2) the international authority actors like IOSCO, 
IMF, World Bank, and the Basel Committee naturally stand on core 
positions; (3) European actors comprised of (a) the administrative 
agencies and the corresponding bodies like EC, CESR, EFRAG,, 
and European Central Bank, and (b) the national standard-setters in 
the EU like ASB (U. K.), CNC (France), and DRSC (Germany); (4) 
the business community actors including FEI, BusinessEurope, 
European Round Table, and Nippon Keidanren construct a broad 
network; and (5) the user actors are not so core and shouldn’t build 
up a broad network. 

Graph 2: The Network of IASB as of January 2011 

 

6. DISCUSSION 

     Above results suggests some following points.  First, both 
Boards are in close contact with accounting professions.  It means 
that, in the case of standard-setting called for high degree of 
expertise, accounting professions could play key roles.  Second, the 
FASB of course makes tight relationship with the national actors; by 
contrast, the IASB establishes close ties to the European actors.  It 
is generally predicted that local actors applying a specific set of 
standards which are endorsed in the jurisdiction stand on the central 
stances.  In that case, with respect to the IASB, it is noted that 
European actors would be responsible for actively setting standards.  
Third, the IASB comes to formulate the tight relations with the 
international organizations, especially the international financial 
agencies.  In fact, the IASB includes the representatives of IOSCO 
and Basel Committee as observers in the FIWG (IFRS Foundation 
2011).  Fourth, each Board constructs discrete relationship between 
the business community actors and the user actors.  For the FASB, 
though being core, the business community actors have a closed 
network; being not so core, the user actors are created a broad 
network.  For the IASB, the business community actors, especially 
European industrial associations establish a broad and close 
network; the user actors build up a coreless and closed network.  
From the viewpoint of the range of network, it can be stated as 
follows: the FASB seeks to formulate a more friendly relationship 
with investor actors in comparison with the business community 
actors; the IASB attempts to construct a more comfortable network 
for the business community actors than the user actors. 
     Such a structural outline is consistent with the description of 
performance of each Board from the quantitative and qualitative 
perspectives, as mentioned above: the FASB strongly proposes to 
adopt innovative techniques; the IASB develops a negative attitude 
for establishing such techniques.  Although causing the businesses 
to impose heavy burdens including the increment of the amount of 
liabilities, the extreme volatility of earnings or losses, and the 
increasing costs of preparing for their financial statements, these 
techniques could provide the users with transparent and useful 
information. 
     In sum, it is noted as follows: for the FASB, putting weight on 
the user actors rather than the business community actors; the Board 
stands on the stage that it would issue a lot of innovative standards; 
in the case of the IASB, coordinating with the preferences of the 
European and the international actors as well as the business 
community actors, the Board couldn’t positively develop so many 
standards and adopted the compromised standards allowing either 
the current practices or the innovative methods. 

7. CONCLUSION 

     From the viewpoint of the behavioral model in this paper, the 
story of each Board is presumed as described below.  First, the 
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FASB has recognized the crisis of its survival by itself due to the rise 
of IASB in the U. S. and global accounting standard-setting.  To 
prevent from the survival-crisis, the Board has sought to take a new 
alliance with the users and consequently has tried to set lots of 
innovative standards.  Second, having faced the endorsement 
problem, the IASB has needed to reinforce its position as a global 
ruler by means of acquiring the trust of international regulators and 
national and jurisdictional administrative agencies.  In addition, on 
conducting its tasks, the Board can’t afford to lose the support from 
the businesses, because the lost of their supports possibly causes 
these agencies to evaluate the inadequacy against the Board.  
Therefore, the IASB has had to play as a coordinator with the 
preferences of various kinds of the constituencies and has adopted 
the compromised standards at a slow pace. 
     There seem to be some implications of this paper.  First, the 
behaviors of the accounting standard-setters have a possibility to 
depend on their network structures.  Second, the networks have 
prospects of being strategically constructed by the standard-setters.  
And third, the strategies might be dependent on the situations with 
which the setters are facing.  However, it is necessary to 
furthermore consider the validity of the model developed in this 
paper.  To do so, we attempt to focus on the time-series transition of 
the network on the same organization. 
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